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MUSIC

JAZZ / ROCK / CLASSICAL / ALT

Michelle Lordi HHHH
Dream a Little Dream 
Self-released

Gabriele Tranchina HHH1/2
Of Sailing Ships & The Stars in Your Eyes
Rainchant Eclectic 

Around the world or around the corner, the
human voice is likely the first instrument, and here are
a couple of dandies recorded right here in PA. A
daughter of Philadelphia, Michelle Lordi has been
blessed with a slightly husky/smoky voice with crys-

tal-clear diction and intonation. Lordi has a bit of the
chilled-out cool of Chet Baker’s voice (minus his occa-
sional flatness) and sounds a tad like Jane Monheit,
albeit deeper. Unlike some jazz singers, Lordi, to put it
bluntly, sings the damn lyrics—she remembers it’s a
SONG, not an excuse to impress with vocal acrobat-
ics. While the program Is mostly done-to-death stan-
dards (“The Lamp is Low,” “They Say It’s Wonder-
ful”), Lordi essays them with unassuming verve and
unpretentious class. Of course, it doesn’t hurt that her
band here includes Phiily jazz luminaries Larry
McKenna (tenor sax) and Sonny Troy (guitar), Jay
Webb’s trumpet has that shining, soaring old-
school/pre-bebop sound (think Louis Armstrong and
Roy Eldridge) and the sonic presence is a bit like
being in a club with an accomplished but relaxed
combo. Aces high. (7 tracks, 29 min.)
michellelordi.com 

While Gabriele Tranchina is German-born and
NY-based, her third album Of Sailing Ships… was
recorded in Shohola PA. This platter is a sophisticated
serving of a mix of jazz, bossa nova, and pop, full of

rhythms languid and percolating. Tranchina’s lithe,
clear, elegant singing evokes Sade, Flora Purim,
Corinne Drewery (Swing Out Sister), and that “Girl
From Ipanema,” Astrud Gilberto. The production is
lush enough to make you not notice a small, sympa-
thetic band is backing her; the program consists of
standards (“Autumn in New York”), originals, songs
by bossa masters A.J. Jobim and Milton Nascimento,
and two numbers by Henry Mancini. Tranchina sings
(very well) in English, French, German, Italian, and
Portuguese—she uses her voice a bit like an instru-
ment but never at the expense of the song. This set
will fly you ‘round the world in a (happy) daze. (12
tracks, 69 min.) gabrieletranchina.com

Eric Stokes HHHHH
The Lyrical Pickpocket
Innova

Minnesota composer Eric Stokes (1930-1999) is
(hyperbole alert) an American treasure that this
writer only recently discovered. Yes, he’s a modern
composer of notated music (classical) but his style has
nothing to do with the minimalist mob (Glass, Reich,
Adams…ok, maybe Adams, a bit) nor is he hidebound
or outré. Stokes composes mostly tonal music (too-
simply put, not much dissonance) but it’s not pre-
dictable at all. Composed for mostly small ensembles,
there’s the elegance of renaissance and baroque music
while other areas have the felicitously fractured ap-
proach of Stravinsky and the folk-inspired Americana
of Charles Ives, Aaron Copeland, Roy Harris, and
Frank Zappa. (With the latter, I refer to his composi-
tions for orchestra, not his rock side.) There are hints

of jazz and classy film music (think Goldsmith and
Korngold) as well. Stokes often has some rhythmic
impetus going on (also too-simply put, his composi-
tions sound like they’re going someplace, never static
or arrhythmic) plus he can push the envelope some
(his “Woodwind Quintet” has sounds I thought cer-
tainly produced by the human voice, but not).  Stokes
makes convivial music, thoughtful but never staid, and
marked with gentleness and subtly sly humor.  Rec-
ommended to connoisseurs of classical sounds as well
as neophytes. (20 tracks, 67 min.) innova.mu

Martial Solal & Dave Liebman HHHH1/2
Masters in Bordeaux 
Sunnyside

Here’s a live duet set by an old jazz master and a
somewhat younger old jazz master going to town on
some chestnuts as only two old(er) swells can. Solal—

born 1927—is a French pianist of usual breadth. He’s
played with American wizards-in-Europe Don Byas
and Sidney Bechet as well as more recent edgier cats
such as Dave Douglas. (Solal also wrote music for
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